TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM

This report presents the design and implementation of Gallifrey, a component-based software framework for building policy-based system management applications. The work chiefly addresses two problems: (1) allowing system operators to specify simple expressions of management goals, and (2) enabling software reuse for the programmers who specify the corresponding policy to achieve these goals. Instead of directly specifying the policy as event-action rules or procedures, as is the case in existing policy-based management products, the system operator views a predefined intuitive expression of a management goal (e.g. “Enforce HTTP request delay of less than T for client IPaddress”) and just provides the specified parameter values (i.e., time T and internet address IPaddress). The policy that enforces the goal is bound to the goal expression but hidden from the user inside a set of pluggable software objects called policy components. This document describes a component model that supports the development of reusable policy components, the process of assembling these components to form complete policy programs, and the system operator’s interaction with deployed policy components via a graphical interface. A small library of reusable components is also described, as well as a functional hierarchy of reusable component types that may prove useful for extending the functionality of existing components and developing component assembly tools. An initial implementation of the design using Java is described, as well as a first application to the problem of managing quality-of-service for clients of a clustered HTTP service.
1 Introduction

Cost-effective networking depends upon effective system management (of faults, configuration, performance, etc.), which requires (1) system elements that are remotely reconfigurable under software control, and (2) a way to express and enforce management policies that determine what control signals should be sent to reconfigurable elements. The first requirement has been widely addressed by vendors’ provision of management “hooks” for automated discovery, monitoring, and control of system elements via protocols such as SNMP, CLI, TFTP, etc.[1] Given the recent progress toward open standard management interfaces and protocols, there remains a need for powerful and user-friendly ways of expressing and enforcing management goals.

This paper presents a software infrastructure that addresses the expression of management goals and the policies that enforce them, focusing on the following design objectives:

1. Enabling a system operator to specify management goals as simple and intuitive propositions without having to specify the procedural logic that enforces the goals.

2. Enabling software reuse for rapid development of policies to achieve management goals.

3. An intuitive graphical interface which supports browsing of policies and online changes to management goals.

4. Dynamic state-based policy domains. Domains are user-defined sets of management targets[31] that provide an intuitive way for the human manager to specify the elements, clients, and services that are monitored and controlled by policies. It should be possible to define sets of targets as a function of changing system state.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our approach towards meeting the above objectives. Section 3 defines the terminology used in the paper. Section 4 gives the Gallifrey component model. Section 5 describes a preliminary design of a hierarchy of component types used to organize a framework library of reusable components. Section 6 discusses a prototype application, that shows how the component-based framework can be customized to solve a particular problem. Section 7 provides a summary of the work and discusses open issues.

2 Approach

Most emerging PBM (policy-based management) solutions require the expression of policy logic as a set of rules[7] or as procedural scripts. However, many system operators lack the expertise and/or time to manually translate their intuitively conceived management goals (such as a low failure rate or end-to-end response for a network service) into rules or procedures that achieve the goal. In many cases, this process of policy refinement[24, 32, 33] is likely to be challenging and time intensive even for an expert.

The approach taken in this work conceals the procedural expression of policy logic from the system operator, while allowing him/her to easily select, parameterize and activate a policy using management goals expressed as propositions. We require that the work of
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional Type</th>
<th>Goal Propositions</th>
<th>Parameter Set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Performance</strong></td>
<td>1. User $U$ should have service response time delay of at most $D$ seconds when accessing service $S$; when $U$’s request does not meet this goal, notify user $M$.</td>
<td>$U$: User $D$: Time Value $S$: Service $M$: User</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Availability</strong></td>
<td>2. Fewer than $F$ percent of $U$’s requests to service $S$ should fail to receive a response.</td>
<td>$U$: User $S$: Service $F$: Value, $0 \leq F \leq 100$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Security</strong></td>
<td>3. If user $X$ attempts to request service $S$ by replaying another user’s previously authenticated request, reject all subsequent requests by $X$ and show an alarm at a management console.</td>
<td>$X$: User $S$: Service</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Example management goals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Procedural) Policy Statement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. Set $U$.service_response_time equal to user $U$’s measured response time; if ($U$.service_response_time > $D$) 
Send message to user $M$, containing goal invalidation notification; if (user $U$ is allowed greater resource utilization) 
Allocate more service resources to user $U$; |

Table 2: Policy statements for goal 1 in Table 1.

Policy refinement will be carried out in advance by a management expert. The expert utilizes the software interfaces and framework we describe in this paper to produce the procedural policy logic. The expert binds these two specifications (goals and policy logic) into a single software object. At run-time, the system operator, who needs not be an expert, performs the simple operation of loading the pre-packaged object into a management server. The system operator then views the goal specifications via a graphical console.

Examples of goal propositions are given in Table 1. The first column of the table indicates the functional area of management for the policy. Quantitative goals such as propositions 1 and 2 in the table, are typically considered quality of service (QoS)\textsuperscript{[29]} goals; qualitative goals such as proposition 3 express privileges.\textsuperscript{[39]} Each of these goals constrains how resources in a system should be allocated to different users, based on certain time-varying conditions of system state. The policy that is needed to enforce these goals requires a procedural description. For example, Table 2 gives pseudocode for a procedure that might be used to enforce goal statement 1.

The actual policy logic might be expressed in a variety of executable languages, including general purpose languages such as C++ or Java, or special purpose languages like PDL\textsuperscript{[22]} and SPLICE\textsuperscript{[17]}. A policy specification has two parts besides the logic itself: (1) a goal template like those given in Table 1 column 2, and (2) a set of policy parameters with well-defined types such as those in Table 1 column 3. This allows the policy specification to be reused in a number of different environments, by giving the appropriate parameter values.

The second major design goal in Gallifrey is to enable rapid development of policy-based management applications via software reuse. To achieve this, we follow the approach of a component-based framework that is specialized for assembling policy components into complete policies. The Gallifrey component model supports assembly and deployment of
reusable pieces of policy, each of which constitutes a component. It also includes a set of services needed by components, for example, for loading and activation, communication among components, communication with the human managers via graphical user interfaces, and access to commonly used standard management protocols like SNMP. Further, we have devised a preliminary hierarchical classification of component types, based on the function of the components, as an aid to organizing reusable components. Examples include components for monitoring SNMP variables of a particular type of router, components for model-based prediction of network element performance, and components for translating configuration commands into some protocol understood by a particular managed target. Component based development of management applications typically involves the customization and assembly of previously tested components from a component library. Components can be developed, reused, and/or bought from other parties. The set of component services, together with a library of reusable components, forms a component-based framework[11, 13] for developing policy-based management applications.

3 Terminology

We describe below our general model for policy enforcement, much of which is similar to the definitions given in [24, 31, 32]. A (computing) system is defined as a collection of cooperating elements. A system can contain both logical and physical elements. A target is an element that is monitored or controlled for the purpose of managing system behavior. A domain is a set of targets. At present, there is no agreed upon definition of the term policy. Some define it as a specification of management goals while others define it as the strategy to achieve a set of goals. Existing PBM products usually define policy as a set of declarative if condition then action type rules. There is no functional significance attached to the rules, i.e., a rule could be part of a goal specification or it could be part of a strategy that achieves the goal.

In this work, we define a policy to be a program or procedure that implements a function with two parameters: a domain, and an objective. An objective is a collection of simple goal propositions. A policy is said to be in an active, or enforced, state at certain points in time, with respect to a particular domain and an objective. The transitions between active and non-active states, and non-active and active states, are called activation and deactivation respectively. When a policy is activated, a domain and an objective must be specified (although either can be specified as null).

A policy instance \( P(D, G) \) is said to exist whenever policy \( P \) is active for a particular domain \( D \) and objective \( G \). For any given \( P, D, \) and \( G \), there can exist at most one instance \( P(D, G) \) at any time. A given domain or objective can be associated with any number of simultaneously active policy instances.

The inputs to a policy instance are state updates of various targets contained in the domain of the policy instance, and its output are control signals sent to the targets in its domain or to management consoles. A policy determines what monitoring and control actions should be taken on what subset of system elements in order to enforce the objective associated with the policy.
4 Component Architecture

The architecture of component-based policy programs is defined below from both structural and process-oriented perspectives. The structural perspective (Sections 4.1, 4.3, and 4.5) defines the basic interfaces of components and the services needed to allow components to execute cooperatively. The process-oriented view (Section 4.2) defines different roles for the users that interact with the Gallifrey software architecture to create and execute policy components.

4.1 Policy Components and Policy Packages

A policy component is a software object used as a building block to specify a policy. A single policy component is typically designed to carry out a specialized task or computation, although a single component can contain all of the logic needed to implement a policy. Motivations for composing policy programs from policy components include reuse of software that performs largely self-contained functions such as device monitoring and control, protocol translation, or model evaluation. Use of a shared component interface definition allows different developers to independently develop portions of an assembled policy program. Because they are true software objects, policy components enable policy logic reuse and sharing through encapsulation of logic and data, and interface reflection. In this work, all policy components are specified as Java classes, but the concepts presented here can easily be implemented using other object-oriented specification languages (for example, IDL with C++). An instance of a policy component is an instance of the Java class that defines the component. A policy component may have multiple instances at any given time.

The basic component interface associates no specific management functionality with a component, defining instead just the interface that is common to all policy components. A fully defined component will usually have additional interfaces that enable it to communicate with certain other components or managed system elements. The nature of these additional interfaces will vary according to the specialized function of the component. Functional classification of components is considered separately in Section 5.

Policy components can be executed after they are loaded at run-time by a container software object called a management server. The management server contains built-in (statically loaded and linked) software modules that provide core services needed by all policy components, and also extended services that are needed by policy components intended to solve restricted sets of management problems. Core services, described in Section 4.3, provide support for loading and initialization of policy components, intercomponent communication, and maintenance of shared component state. Examples of extended services include support for protocol conversion (LDAP, SNMP, COPS, etc.), specialized decision making functions, or interpreting management logic expressed in specialized control languages (such as PDL, PetriNets, etc.). Figure 1 shows the basic architecture of a management server. The arrows show "makes use of" relations among software modules. One or more cooperating management servers, along with a number of loaded policy components, comprise a management application.

An aggregation of related policy components is called a policy package. A policy package might be a group of cooperating components which together specify all the behavior needed to implement some policy; else the components might specify only part of the policy
enforcement behavior, as when a package contains library components that are utilized to enforce multiple policies. Two types of packages are distinguished: primary packages and library packages. Library packages contain only reusable components that can potentially be used for enforcing more than one policy function. A primary package contains components that together specify the procedural logic for one policy. The components in a primary package may require the presence of other components in library packages.

Creation of a policy instance corresponds to activation of a primary package, at which time the policy components in the package are instantiated and are passed references to Java objects that represent the appropriate domain and objective parameters for the policy instance. Only primary packages can be activated, not library packages. For a given domain and objective pair, there can exist only one instance of a given policy package per management application.

4.2 Policy Development and Deployment Process

The process-centric view of the Gallifrey architecture describes the steps needed to define and deploy component-based policies. This process is characterized by three user roles, whose responsibilities are described below. The first two roles, component developer and package composer, are taken by programmers that define policy components and packages. The third role, called the operator, is the role of the management application end-user. An operator loads policy packages, previously defined by a package composer, into a management server and determines when policy instances should be activated, and with what domains and objectives. The interaction of the three roles is represented in Figure 2.

- Component Developer Role

Defining components (as Java classes) is the task of the component developer. The component developer requires the most detailed knowledge about the strategies and algorithms needed for policy-based management, but knows less than the other roles about which particular system elements will be monitored and controlled by a management application. The developer identifies only types of management targets (e.g., “network router”, “HTTP server”, “Unix host”) rather than specific targets. Specific instances of targets are not defined until run-time, by the operator. Likewise, the developer identifies types of domains (e.g., “a set of routers and switches”) and objectives (e.g., “HTTP server request failure rate” or “expected ERP transaction response time”), rather than specific instances of these. The developer defines control logic that identifies the specific instances of targets, domains, and objectives at
run-time, based on the domain and objective parameters passed to each instantiated policy component. The types of targets, domains, and objectives are defined by type definition objects that are described in Section 4.5.2. Knowledge of the Gallifrey component interface definition, programming interfaces for core service modules in the server, standard object-oriented programming tools such as class Java debuggers.

*Package Composer Role*

The package composer selects groups of predefined policy components and defines packages that aggregate these components. A package definition specifies a set of components, an initialization sequence for the components, a set of type definition objects required to define domain and objective parameters at run-time, and a goal template description that will be presented to the operator. This information is described in more detail in Section 4.4. The package composer may at times have to define glue components that are responsible for initializing state and control flow needed by other predefined components. Glue components may also contain specialized policy logic that is needed for a policy but not provided by available predefined components. The policy composer is likely to benefit from graphical and management-domain-specific programming languages that describe component assembly.

*Operator Role*

In contrast to the two programmer roles, the operator requires no knowledge of internal interfaces of software objects in the Gallifrey architecture. The operator is unaware of policy components per se, but instead views each primary policy package as a black-box “policy plug-in” that contains the logic needed to implement a given policy. The goals that can be enforced by a given package are identified for the operator with an intuitive description previously specified by the package composer. The operator interacts with graphical user interface called the console that is built into the management server. The console allows graphical browsing and editing of the system configuration (via domain definitions); loading and reloading of policy packages; and input of policy objectives. The operator is responsible for providing exact domain knowledge, for instance, number of elements and users in the system, their identifying characteristics, and users’ required service levels.
The two programmer roles have important interactions. The component developer must accurately describe the functionality of any defined policy component to a package composer. The developer must also specify dependencies between components and type definition objects. The policy logic in glue components defined by the package composer may be suitable for “mining” by the component developer to create new reusable components. If the composer frequently assembles a set of cooperating components in the same way, then a new component can be defined by the developer that combines the functionality of the previously used components.

4.3 Policy Component Interface Definition

A policy program is the composition of one or more policy components. A policy component is specified by the methods and data members of a Java class. Policy component instances communicate with each other, with policy targets, and with the management server, by sending and receiving messages via method calls. Figure 3 shows the types of messages that can be sent and received by a policy component. Each policy component must be able to process the receipt of the five special control messages identified in the diagram. These control messages are sent to the component by the management server that loads the component, to indicate that the package instance corresponding to the component instance is in the process of being activated or deactivated, or that the parameters of the policy instance have changed while the package is active. The control messages are processed in a manner that is specific to the functionality of the component. The methods that handle receipt of the control messages are abstract methods of a Java class called PolicyComponent, given in Table 3. Each defined policy component must extend the PolicyComponent class and implement the control message handling. The basic component interface does not fix how a policy component sends and receives external messages to/from policy targets, or sends and receives messages to/from other components. Rather, it is left up to the component developer to select the appropriate means of communication based on the particular component’s intended use.

Upon activation of a package instance, a new instance is created for each policy component in the package. Component activation is divided into two distinct phases, carried out by the activate_start() and activate_end() methods, in order to allow components within the same package to initialize communication with each other. All components in an activated package have their activate_start() methods invoked before any component in the package has its activate_end() method invoked. An example of two-phase component activation is shown in Figure 4. The activate_start() method passes the domain and objective as parameters and returns to the management server the component’s identifier.

Figure 3: Policy component interface.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>public abstract String activate_start( PolicyDomain d, PolicyObjective o)</td>
<td>Carries out the first of two activation phases. This method’s implementation initializes all resources needed for communication with other policy components in the second activation phase. The method returns the component’s ID, which must be unique within a package, or null if no ID is exported.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>public abstract void activate_end()</td>
<td>Carries out the second of two activation phases. After this method’s completion, the component remains active until deactivate() is called.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>public abstract void deactivate()</td>
<td>The component developer must implement this method to carry out transition from active to inactive status. Resources used by the component should be freed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>private PolicyDomain getMyDomain()</td>
<td>Returns this component’s domain object that identifies targets of monitoring and control.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abstract void domainUpdated()</td>
<td>Invoked by the management server whenever this component’s domain has been modified.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>private PolicyObjective getMyObjective()</td>
<td>Returns this component’s objective object that identifies the policy’s goal parameters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abstract void objectiveUpdated()</td>
<td>Invoked by the management server whenever this component’s objective is modified.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Methods of the PolicyComponent abstract Java class.

string, which can be subsequently used to obtain the component’s reference from a component lookup core service. The components’ identifiers can thus be used by components that wish to communicate with other component instances during the activate_end() phase. While executing its activate_end() method, the component obtains any needed resources and establishes communication channels with services and with other components. The deactivate() method carries out the deactivation transition for the component, releasing any resources used by the component.

The getMyDomain() and getMyObjective() methods return objects that identify the domain and objective for the corresponding policy instance. These are private methods that can be optionally used within the implementation of the policy component’s methods. The abstract domainUpdated() and objectiveUpdated() methods must be implemented with an appropriate response to any redefinition of a policy instance’s domain or objective that occurs while the policy component is active. If a given policy component instance is part of a library package, these two methods will not be called while the component is active, since a library package does not have a unique associated domain and objective set. If a component is designed only for inclusion in library packages, these methods should be given an empty implementation.

4.4 Policy Package Specification

Package information associated with each policy package includes a user-level description of a goal template (see Table 1 for examples) that is presented to the operator through a graphical management console. The package information also specifies what types of policy parameters, namely a domain and an objective, should be passed to an instance of the package. Other information, including whether the package is a primary or library
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field ID</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>String PackageID</td>
<td>Unique package identifier.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>String PackageDescription</td>
<td>Natural language description of the goals enforced by the package, presented to the operator via the management console.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>String domainType</td>
<td>Identifier that must match the type field of any PolicyDomain object passed to an instance of this package.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>String objectiveType</td>
<td>Identifier that must match the type field of any PolicyObjective object passed to an instance of this package.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boolean isLibrary</td>
<td>If true, this is a library package; if false, it is a primary package.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boolean[] activationFlags</td>
<td>One flag per component in the package; for each component, activate_start() and activate_end() methods are called only if component's flag is true.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boolean[] instantiationFlags</td>
<td>One flag per component in the package; when package is activated, an instance of a component is created only if the component's flag is true. Thus packages can include classes for non-component Java objects to be instantiated and initialized by components, rather than by the management server.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>String[] packageDependencies</td>
<td>Identifies any packages that must be loaded before this package is activated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DomainTypeDef[] domainTypeDefinitions</td>
<td>A set of domain type definitions; each definition indicates what types of target may be contained by a domain. The domain type identified by domainType field must be defined.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TargetTypeDef[] targetTypeDefinitions</td>
<td>A set of target type definitions; each definition indicates the properties that characterize a target type.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ObjectiveTypeDef[] objectiveTypeDefinitions</td>
<td>A set of objective type definitions; each objective type defines a set of goal types. Each goal type specifies a set of client and service target types, and supported metrics. The objective type identified by the objectiveType field must be defined.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Fields of the PolicyPackage class.

package, and in what order its components should be initialized, is also part of the package information.

Package information is stored in the fields of the PolicyPackage class, which are given in Table 4. One PolicyPackage object is associated with each defined package. A complete package definition consists of one PolicyPackage instance plus the set of Java classes that define the package's components. The serialized PolicyPackage object and the Java class definition (*.class) files are combined into a single stream of bytes stored in a package definition file that is accessible from a local or networked policy repository. The package definition file is the smallest unit of policy that can be loaded by the operator into a management server.

4.5 Services for Component Execution

Packages and their components are loaded into a management server. A management server contains built-in core services that enable components to communicate with each other and with the operator. Each management server is implemented as a Java virtual machine. Each core service module is a singleton instance of a service class that is loaded by the virtual machine's built-in class loader. Core services include modules that load and unload policy packages, maintain shared component state and configuration state, schedule internal
tasks, display a graphical console interface for the operator, and generate status or error messages intended for the operator. Each core service class exports methods that can be invoked by any policy component instance.

Extended service classes may also be included in a management server. Instead of generic services, these provide services needed to enforce policies for a particular platform (e.g. IP or TMN management standards) or a particular class of management problem (e.g. system availability or security). The distinction between functionality in library packages and extended services is a pragmatic one to be decided as the architecture is customized for different management domains.

4.5.1 PackageLoader Service

The PackageLoader core service performs loading, reloading, and unloading of policy packages; activation and deactivation of policy packages and component instances; and provides a component lookup service that enables component instances to send messages to other components. Two important methods are exported by this service class. The loadPolicyPackage(java.io.InputStream) method parses the information stored in a package definition file and returns a PolicyPackage object that contains the package information. Once loaded, a package can be activated by a call to the activatePackage(PolicyPackage, PolicyDomain, PolicyObjective) method. This call identifies the domain and objective parameters to be passed to a new instance of the loaded package. Invocation of activatePackage() causes the following steps to be executed:

- Check to see if the indicated domain and objective types match the types in the package information;
- Check that there is not an instance already active for this (package, domain, objective) combination;
- Create a new instance of class ComponentLoader, a class that extends the built-in class java.lang.ClassLoader that links Java classes at run-time;
- Pass each component class that is flagged for instantiation to the ComponentLoader instance created in the previous step;
- For each component instantiated in the previous step that is also flagged for activation, invoke the activate_start() method with domain and objective parameters;
- For the same components as in the previous step, invoke the activate_end() method;

Another service method, deactivatePackage(), invokes the deactivate() method of each package component that had activate_end() invoked at activation. Figure 4(a) shows the sequence of events in a successful activation and subsequent deactivation phases, for a package that contains three components labeled A, B, and C. After deactivation of a package, the ComponentLoader instance used to load the package's components is freed for garbage collection, along with all component objects instantiated by the ComponentLoader instance. The activatePackage() and deactivatePackage() invocations occur when an operator selects the appropriate visual controls on the management console. Component A is shown to deliver a message to component B during the second activation phase, in order to synchronize state shared by components A and B. If exceptions occur during component instantiation, then the PackageLoader attempts to safely abort package activation by
jumping to the deactivation phase. This is illustrated in Figure 4(b), where component B is shown to generate an exception during its second activation phase.

4.5.2 SystemModel Service

The SystemModel core service provides a shared active database that stores domain, target, and objective definitions as objects. In addition, the SystemModel allows shared variables to be attached to any object it contains. Shared variables can be used for state sharing among components and services. The SystemModel interface allows any service or component to register for update notification events (via method callbacks) when changes are made to SystemModel objects or shared variables. SystemModel writes and callbacks serve as an indirect way of exchanging messages between component instances. The output of one reusable component can be “connected to” the inputs of other components using the Observer software pattern [13]. Detailed discussions of the programming advantages of event- and object-oriented data modeling are given in [12, 14, 15].

The classes and relations used to define domains and targets in the SystemModel are given as UML notation in Figure 5. For the operator’s convenience in defining domains, a number of target aggregation methods are supported. A PolicyDomain object represents a domain that is either a single Target object or an aggregation of Target objects called a TargetSet. Each instance of Target identifies the name, type, and properties of a single managed target. Each target set object is one of three subclasses of TargetSet.
A **PrimitiveTargetSet** is a simple set of **Target** objects. A **ContainerTargetSet** is a set of other **TargetSet** objects, and by definition contains all the **Target** objects that are contained by its member **TargetSet**'s. A **DerivedTargetSet** is a subset of the targets contained in a "parent" **TargetSet** object, defined by a domain derivation function applied to all the targets contained in the parent **TargetSet**.

As an example, consider the four **PolicyDomain** objects shown in Figure 6. Two primitive target sets "Dept1_Servers" and "Dept2_Servers" are defined to contain targets \{T1,T2\} and \{T3\} respectively. The target objects have "OS_type" properties with the values indicated in the figure. A container target set "Company_Servers" is defined as the aggregation of Dept1_Servers and Dept2_Servers. A derived target set "OS2_Servers" is defined to have parent set Company_Servers and all the targets in its parent set with property "OS_type" equal to "OS2". Derived target sets allow domains to be redefined automatically as changes occur to target state. For example, if the OS_type parameter for target T1 changes from "OS1" to "OS2" while a policy is enforced for domain OS2_Servers, then upon this change the policy takes effect for target T1 as well as T2 and T3. Components enforcing policy for domain OS2_Servers will receive domainUpdated notifications, as described in Section 4.3, informing that the set of targets in OS2_Servers has changed.

**Type definitions** for domains are also represented in the SystemModel, by instances

```
Target Properties
T1: OS_type = "OS1"
T2: OS_type = "OS2"
T3: OS_type = "OS2"

Domain Objects
PrimitiveTargetSet Dept1_Servers = \{T1, T2\}
PrimitiveTargetSet Dept2_Servers = \{T3\}
ContainerTargetSet Company_Servers = \{Dept1, Dept2\}
DerivedTargetSet OS2_Servers = Company_Servers | OS_type = "OS2"
```
of the classes TargetSetTypeDef and TargetTypeDef that are also shown in Figure 5. Each TargetTypeDef object defines one type of target (e.g., “Router”, “HTTP Server”, or “HTTP Client”) and a list of properties, with default values, that are possessed by any instance of that target type. For each Target object stored in the SystemModel, there must exist a TargetTypeDef object with a typeID field that matches the type field of the Target object. Each TargetSetTypeDef object specifies a target set type identifier and a list of target types that are allowed to be contained in any instance of the target set type.

The classes used to define objectives are given in Figure 7. Each PolicyObjective object is either a single PrimitiveObjective object or a set of PrimitiveObjective objects called a CompoundObjective. Each PrimitiveObjective specifies information about a single quantitative goal metric, e.g., “AnnualDownTime ≤ 30min” applied to a particular resource target and client target. Each PrimitiveObjective instance can be given relative priority and logical AND/OR relations with regard to other primitive objectives in the same compound objective.

Type definitions for objectives are represented in a way similar to domains. An instance of PrimitiveObjectiveTypeDef is stored in the SystemModel to define each allowable type of primitive objective. Each defined type of primitive objective is characterized by a range of allowed operators, type of clients and resources, etc. For each instance of PrimitiveObjective, the value of the type field must match the typeID field of an instance of PrimitiveObjectiveTypeDef. Likewise, for each CompoundObjective object, type must match typeID for an instance of CompoundObjectiveTypeDef. The corresponding type definition object specifies the types of primitive objectives that can be combined in the compound objective.

4.5.3 Other Core Services: Console, Logging, and Scheduler

The Console service is a graphical interface with functions that include loading, reloading, and unloading of policy package definition files; activation and deactivation of package instances; displaying package information; defining and redefining domains; defining and redefining objectives; and monitoring the status of active package instances. A Console example is given in Section 6.3.
The Logging service allows all components and services shared access to event-oriented logging. Any component or service can produce a log event with an associated log level and message. Any component or service can register with the Logging service to receive callbacks when log events of desired priority have been issued by other modules. One consumer of log messages is the console service, which displays log messages for the operator inside a status window.

The Scheduler service is provided to allow concurrent execution of components in multiple activated policy packages. The Scheduler queues component method calls to be performed at particular times in the future, and invokes methods whose execution time has arrived. Method scheduling is preferable to the use of threads in component programming due to the inefficiency and limited scalability of Java thread management\cite{25, 30}. A limited pool of recycled Java Thread objects internal to the Scheduler\cite{20} make the scheduled method calls on behalf of the Scheduler service. This design limits the overhead of threads while preventing one component’s method from blocking the execution of other methods. While component developers are allowed to instantiate Thread objects, they are encouraged to use the Scheduler service instead.

5 Component-Based Framework Architecture

Based on the component model defined in the previous section, we present a preliminary design of a component-based framework for policy-based management applications. A framework\cite{5, 11, 13} is a collection of reusable software modules that abstract the essential structure of a family of related programs, in this case PBM applications. In addition to the component architecture given in the previous section, a framework requires a library of reusable policy components that can be assembled by a package composer. Useful component libraries typically evolve over time, requiring multiple iterations of application development.\cite{5, 23, 28} We report here the results of our first iteration of component development.

Our emerging library of reusable components is organized using the following classification of policy components into seven basic functional types. The classification is based on an informal commonality analysis\cite{9} of functions in existing management application architectures such as \cite{1, 2, 3, 17}. Figure \ref{fig:flowchart} shows a generalized information/control flow for a management application composed from instances of the component types. The functions and interfaces of the seven component types are described here informally.

- **Collector components** monitor the state of managed elements. A collector either polls for state of a monitored element, or else it registers to receive traps or state change events. Collector components are protocol converters, changing external representations of state into internal representations, for example SystemModel shared variables. The output of a collector component is consumed by a filter component, a correlator component, or a trigger component.

- **Filter components** receive state change notifications from collector components or other filter components, and determine whether to pass the notifications on to other components. Filters can thus reduce the amount of state change notifications processed by other components. The output of a filter component is consumed by another filter component, by a correlator component, or by a trigger component.
- **Correlator components** notify of state changes that are inferred rather than observed directly by monitoring; this is often called composite event identification\cite{17, 22} or root cause analysis. A correlator component receives input from a collector, filter, or other correlator component. A correlator’s output is consumed by a filter component, another correlator component, or a trigger component.

- **Trigger components** embody conditional if/then logic that determines what actions should be invoked when predefined state changes are observed. The input to a trigger is the output from a collector, a filter, or a correlator. The trigger may evaluate simple expressions on its input values, for example, comparing the value of a shared variable in the SystemModel to a static or dynamic threshold. To determine dynamic threshold values, a trigger component can invoke an evaluator component (see below). The output of a trigger is the invocation of an action via an action component. The trigger may also invoke an evaluator component in order to determine parameters to be passed to an action component.

- **Evaluator components** compute values, such as dynamic thresholds for trigger components or parameters for action components, based on system state stored in the SystemModel. Evaluators are invoked via request/response semantics by trigger or action components, which consume the output (response) of the evaluator’s computation.

- **Action components** translate internal control decisions into external control signals applied to managed elements. Action components are invoked by trigger components. An action component may receive a parameter from a trigger component, or it may be designed to invoke an evaluator to determine any necessary parameters needed to generate the external control signals.

- **Initializer components** perform miscellaneous operations on other components in a package, for example, informing components of which identifiers they should use to read/write shared variables stored in the SystemModel. Each package contains at most one initializer component. Initializer components are one example of the "glue" components mentioned in Section 4.2.

![Generalized Architecture for Management Control](image)

Figure 8: Generalized Architecture for Management Control
To define types of library components, the Java class PolicyComponent is subclassed to obtain the base class hierarchy shown in Figure 9. These base classes are further subclassed by the developer of library components. As multiple applications are developed over time, policy components that tend to be very similar can be abstracted to further extend and refine the base class hierarchy. In addition to defining new component types based on inheritance, new library components can be also defined using wrapper and composition approaches.\cite{34}

6 Application of the Framework for Web QoS Management

Here we present a simple example problem that is similar to several emergent service management solutions. Consider a cluster of computing servers, in this case web (HTTP) servers, that are interconnected by an enterprise network to a programmable cluster gateway (a specialized router or switch), as depicted in Figure 10. Clients of the web service provided by the cluster send all web service requests to the cluster gateway, which forwards the requests to web servers in the cluster. Clients need only know the single network address of the cluster (the gateway address), so that the number of servers in the cluster and how requests get distributed among the servers are issues decided transparently to clients.

We consider the goal of managing the performance observed by web clients. This can be done by a management service that monitors and controls the cluster gateway and the web servers in the cluster. In particular, we wish to guarantee some relative level of quality of service (QoS) to particular clients making HTTP requests. To make an HTTP request, a client establishes an end-to-end network (TCP) connection with one of the servers in the cluster. All web servers in the cluster can service the same set of HTTP URL’s. Each network connection is established via the cluster gateway, which directs request traffic to servers based on the network address of the client. The cluster gateway is programmable, i.e. it can be reprogrammed at any time to use whatever client-to-server request mapping is presently desired. How requests are mapped to servers has a direct effect on the performance observed by the clients, since the load on each of the servers depends on how requests are mapped. Thus we can enforce different performance and availability policies for the clustered web service by reprogramming the cluster gateway. Applicable research on computing client-server mappings is given in \cite{6, 8, 21, 26}. Currently available products that used (fixed) policies to control a programmable cluster gateway include HP’s WebQoS \cite{55}, Cisco’s LocalDirector \cite{36}, and Alteon WebSystems’ WebOS \cite{38}.

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{diagram.png}
\caption{Base classes of policy component framework classes.}
\end{figure}
6.1 Experimental Implementation

We have implemented a simple prototype of the clustered HTTP server management problem described above. Our server farm consists of several Windows NT Servers on a single LAN, each running Microsoft’s IIS. Each server has access to the same set of HTML documents. Our programmable cluster gateway is OneIP\textsuperscript{[10]}, implemented by an NT driver on each of the servers. One server is automatically elected to serve as a “dispatcher”. The dispatcher receives all IP packets bound for the cluster and redirects the packets to servers based on the source IP address of the packet. The OneIP service maintains the client-to-server mapping as an internal table that is modified remotely via an SNMP interface.

Each HTTP client executes a custom-built HTTP request load generator called WebWatch\textsuperscript{[19]} that also measures service performance statistics. In a deployed system, these measurements could instead be collected using commercially available monitoring products such as Lucent’s VitalAgent client-side monitoring software\textsuperscript{[37]}. An IETF standard Host Resource MIB implementation\textsuperscript{[16]} is used to monitor the CPU usage on each of the web servers. Figure 11 gives the logical architecture of a management server that monitors and controls the elements in our experimental system.

6.2 WebQoS Policy Components and Package

The experimental management application attempts to satisfy two quality of service (QoS) criteria for clients: HTTP request/response round-trip-time (HTTP\textunderscore RTT) and HTTP request loss rate (HTTP\textunderscore RLR). Request/response round trip time is defined as the time elapsed between the client’s establishment of a TCP connection to the server and the arrival of the first byte of the server’s response. Requests are counted as lost when the round trip time exceeds a predefined threshold of four seconds, or when the client’s established TCP connection is broken. These metrics are measured directly at the clients.

We composed a policy package named WebQoS that contains 12 components. Each component is subclassed from one of the component classes given in Section 5. Figure 12 shows the inheritance relationships of the component classes in WebQoS. The
Figure 11: Experimental management application.

Figure 12: Component classes defined for WebQoS package.
WebWatchCollector and CpuLoadMonitor classes define collector components that monitor the client HTTP performance and server load respectively. The ClusterMembersMonitor and ClusterMacAddressMonitor gather data from the OneIP agent that is needed to derive client-to-server mapping rules for OneIP. All five subclasses of Action define components that send specific types of commands to OneIP, to modify the dispatcher’s mapping, and to modify the set of servers that are identified to OneIP as cluster members. The WebRTTfilter class receives both HTTP RTT and HTTP RLR updates from the WebWatchCollector component and after a short delay passes these on to the trigger component, discarding transient measurements. The WebRTTtrigger class compares measured HTTP RTT and HTTP RLR values to thresholds defined by the PolicyObjective object passed to the component. These thresholds are set by the operator using the console. If a metric falls on the wrong side of a threshold for some client c, then the DispatcherEvaluator is queried to determine if there is a better OneIP mapping than the present one for c.\footnote{Our present calculation of a “better” mapping is a simplistic heuristic. The WebQoS evaluator component chooses c’s new server to be the one that currently has the lightest CPU load.} If so, then the SetDispatchFunction and AddDispatchTableEntry actions are invoked to update the OneIP dispatcher’s internal table.

One extended service called the SNMP Protocol service was added to our management server, to provide an API for sending and receiving SNMP requests. The class that implements this service is also shown in the center of Figure 12. Component dependencies on this service are indicated by dashed lines.

### 6.3 Operator Interaction with the Management Console

The operator takes the following steps to load, parameterize, and enforce the policy defined by the WebQoS package. First, the user loads the package file (given the name webqos.p01) from a local package repository. The name and description associated with WebQoS package are displayed in a portion of the console that displays lists of loaded and enforced policies. After loading WebQoS, the user inspects the policy to discover it requires a domain parameter of type “Servers” and an objective of type “HTTP QoS”. The user uses the “Domains” panel of the console, shown in Figure 13, to define a set of servers, in this case called “Servers1”. For each server, the operator must specify an IP address property, as shown for server “henna”. The next required step is defining an objective for WebQoS using the console’s “Objectives” panel. An example is shown in Figure 14. A compound objective of type “HTTP QoS” called “WebClients_1” is defined to consist of three primitive objectives that specify “ResponseTime” (HTTP RTT) in milliseconds for each of three HTTP clients. After defining the domain and objective, the user returns to the Policies panel (not pictured), chooses the “WebQoS” policy, the “Servers1” domain, and the “WebClients_1” objective from those listed, and selects a console control labeled “Activate Policy”. Subsequent to successful initialization of the WebQoS component instances, the policy instance “WebQoS[ Servers1, WebClients_1]” is added to a displayed list of active policies. The user may select a “Deactivate” console control to deactivate the policy instance, or the user may use the Domains and Objective panels to redefine the Servers1 domain or WebClients_1 objective while the policy remains enforced.
Figure 13: Console service domain definition windows.

Figure 14: Console service objective definition windows.
7 Summary and Future Work

This report presents the preliminary design and implementation of Gallifrey, a component model and component-oriented software framework for building policy-based system management applications. The two problems addressed by the work are enabling system operators to specify intuitive management goal expressions instead of lower-level procedures to achieve those goals, and enabling object-oriented software reuse by programmers who, in advance, translate the intuitive goal expressions into policy enforcement logic. We define a new component model specific to policy enforcement, specify an object-oriented system model schema for representing domains and objectives, specify an initial functional hierarchy for organizing a library of reusable components, and give an example QoS management application showing the use of the component architecture.

Future work includes the following tasks: further extension of the library of reusable components as more applications are addressed, refinement of the functional component class hierarchy to include more types of components, and development of software tools that will automate the assembly and testing of components grouped into policy packages. The latter task requires further formal definition of the interfaces of types of components, and their dependencies and relations on other component types. Future work will also address security issues that arise from loading policy packages from untrusted parties. Another desirable extension is support for defining metapolicies[18] that express management goals for resolving inter-policy resource conflicts and constraining the system overhead imposed by management servers. Other possible extensions include defining a distributed management application based on multiple cooperating management servers. This could be accomplished by mapping the present Java-based component definition to an existing distributed middleware such as Sun’s Jini platform or CORBA.
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